
Academic Esports™
CAMPS & CLUBS
CATALOG

Extended Learning
After-School
Summer, Winter & 

      Spring Break



AWARD-WINNING
EXTENDED LEARNING PROGRAMS

Integrate Game-and-Learn™ philosophy: Uses gaming as a tool for
engagement and deep learning
Focus on interdisciplinary STEM concepts while developing SEL skills
Are facilitated by trusted Mastery Coding™ instructors
Have a balanced schedule with critical-thinking workshops and
strategic gameplay
Emphasize social-emotional learning to shape healthy students and
gamers

All of our Camps and Clubs:

Powered by Mastery Coding
Mastery CodingTM empowers students to meet the challenges of
tomorrow through intelligent technology education.

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).
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Students discover the core fundamentals of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics to create awesome builds and
contraptions for their game

Participate in the creation of a collaborative, functioning Minecraft society in order to
develop computer literacy, problem-solving, and teamwork skills

Students study the history of human societies and implement them into
their gameplay to better understand cooperation and organization.

Students gain insight into ideas of empirical testing that they apply to the
sociological game and real life

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER - INTERMEDIATE

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students learn the history of technology and how it affected societies in their
times to better understand the potentials impacts of modern and future
technologies on our current society

Students find out about the great feats of human engineering as well as the
wonders of the world so that they can design & construct amazing structures
within their own societies

Students understand forms of communication, creative expression, and
cooperation so that they can create strong ties and a stable society

Students constantly perform simple arithmetic and calculations as they build,
travel, and organize throughout the world

Students learn new methods of overcoming challenges and displaying
social awareness to become a better member of their in-game societies.

GRADES: 3 - 8
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students understand there being consequences for immoral actions, such as harming other player
characters, and learn how to act accordingly based on ideas such as ethics, safety, and well-being of
others.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students gradually recognize their own strengths, preferences, and
values through their roles in SocietyCraft and translate this to the real
world to develop themselves and later serve as an effective participant
in a community.

Own Minecraft: Education Edition (not included)

Supported Devices: Windows, Chromebook, Mac, iPad

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by USAEL certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students improve their ability to recognize the emotions of others and
themselves through in-game interactions, and thus form strategies for
the real world to handle such emotions in a positive & constructive
manner.

Students place themselves in the shoes of others who come from a myriad of backgrounds different
from their society, and are able to act with empathy for others.

Students build and maintain healthy relationships with other players through community, cooperation,
trade, and peacefully resolving conflict.

  AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

  SELF MANAGEMENT

  SOCIAL AWARENESS

  RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

  RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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Students recognize the core foundations of design and engineering, as well as
mathematics, logic, and physics to improve their understanding of how to build,
invent, and program outside the classroom and within Minecraft.

The popular block-building game known as Minecraft has been thriving since its inception in 2011; bringing in and
creating millions of designers, inventors, and programmers. In EngineeringCraft, members use advanced
architectural and electrical engineering methods while learning about different building styles and how to utilize
their awesome creative power.

Students begin by identifying the usefulness of design and engineering within
their builds to make them more aesthetic and/or functional.

Students learn how electricity functions through presentations on electrons, resistors,
and circuits. They will use this knowledge to gain a more concrete understanding of
Redstone contraptions in Minecraft.

SKILL LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE - ADVANCED

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students look at machines in their basest forms such as levers, screws, and pulleys.
Students then transcribe these simple machines into complex ones for use in Minecraft.

Students create and read blueprints to design and/or build their buildings, civil
constructions, and contraptions for use in Minecraft.

Students develop their own artistic style of designing and building all the way from
simple zen gardens to complex homes, castles, and whatever else they imagine.

Students regularly perform arithmetic and learn about logic gates to better understand
Boolean algebra for use in their complex Redstone builds.

Students illustrate their understanding of these new ideas by either mimicking
designs or creating their own original content.

GRADES: 4 - 12
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students learn the importance of preservation and personal property by not causing harm to the hard
work of others within the game.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students through trial and error begin to realize their strengths and
employ them to the best of their ability. This understanding of focusing
on your strengths will help students excel in topics they enjoy and leave
them more confident, happy, and aware of who they are.

Own Minecraft: Bedrock Edition (not included)  

Supported Devices: PC, Xbox One, Xbox Series X, Xbox Series S, PS4, PS5, Nintendo Switch, Android, iOS, Mobile

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students build upon themselves by learning new skills and teaching
others what they’ve learned. Through these interactions, students
become more confident in topics they have studied and are eager to
learn more.

Students are shown varying styles and cultures through the use of foreign structures such as pagodas
and workhouses. Learning about different societies through their designs shows the beauty and reason
behind such structures, thus giving them reverence and respect for other cultures.

Students form healthy and constructive relationships with other EngineeringCraft members by
compromising and working together on designs, builds, and complex contraptions.

  AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

  SELF MANAGEMENT

  SOCIAL AWARENESS

  RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

  RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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Students will critically review their own in-game performance as a means of understanding
how earnest self-reflection is critical to successful achievement.

Combining engaging gameplay with critical thinking educational modules, this program teaches

students how to improve their game mechanics and strategy, discover how STEAM careers power

the gaming industry, and learn about workforce opportunities in emerging technology.

Students will be taught the step-by-step processes to compete at continually higher ranks
within the game as an exemplar of learning how expertise is formed across the study of all
disciplines.

Students will learn the principles of foundational physics and, through engaging
gameplay, discover how to manipulate physics to their own advantage.

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

ROCKET LEAGUE 
Camp and Club

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students will be taught a break-down of of how search-engines operate and
how the skill of seeking out online information can be effectively streamlined.

Students will learn about the basic hardware and software makeup of computers and how each
component has an impact on Rocket-League (or any other esport they choose to play).

Students will understand the concept of ‘cyberbullying’ to not only protect themselves from being
victimized, but to also help positively impact the gaming environments around them.

The program will teach students about core geometry concepts and how in-game knowledge of
geometry makes them more effective players.

Students will learn how the impact of owning positive communication skills applies to college
and career readiness
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students will learn about making decisions and understanding that actions have
consequences in real life and inside of the game when you’re trying to win.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students will be given the chance to recognize where they can begin
setting goals in order to successfully organize and reach objectives.

Rocket League (On any platform)

Supported Devices/Consoles: PC, Nintendo Switch, Xbox, PlayStation

USB Gamepad strongly suggested

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions

Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions

Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students will develop problem-solving tools in order to react properly
to missteps and learn from previous errors.

Students will identify and recognize their personal strengths while finding ways to elevate
areas where they encounter personal challenges, in-game and in life.

An essential skill set for anyone aiming to develop in a team-based environment, students
will develop their interpersonal interactions.

Awareness of Self & Others

Self Management

Social AWareness

Responsible Decision Making

Relationship Skills
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Students will analyze gameplay to better understand how the art of reflection improves
performance across all pursuits.

Combining engaging gameplay with critical thinking workshops, this program teaches students

how to improve their game mechanics, discover how STEAM careers power the gaming industry,

and learn about workforce opportunities in emerging technology.

Students will understand, study, and analyze the map used in the game in order to better
understand the value of maps across the spectrum of history

Students will understand the connection between Hz and FPS and what
settings in their devices can help them optimize their gameplay experience.

SKILL LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE - EXPERT

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

Fortnite Camp and Club

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students will learn about computer hardware and console peripherals as it
relates to in-game performance and careers in IT.

Students will be able to understand how physics and geometry are used to build in Fortnite (as well
as principles such as momentum and acceleration)

Students will develop their teamwork and communication skills by forming and maintaining teams
that must work together to succeed.

Students will understand how to analyze and calculate damage totals by finding ratios through
numerical compare and contrast methodology.

Students will learn new mechanics in the game, how they function, and when to use them in
order to see the connection of how we now live in a world where one is always learning (and
there is no “end point” no matter what discipline you are studying.)

GRADES: 9 - 12
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students will learn how each situation they are presented with has multiple, viable options and see
the relationship between choosing wisely and choosing quickly

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students will develop their ability to advocate for themselves by being
able to identify and express their emotions to each other in a positive
manner.

Download Fortnite (not included)  

Supported Devices: Windows 7+, PlayStation, Xbox, Switch, and Android (Mac and iOS not supported)

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions

Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions

Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students will develop their time management skills by having a mixture of
“game time” and “practice time” where they will be required to learn and
practice along with the instructor as they are taught new mechanics

Students will develop their social skills by working together with their teammates as they learn the
core principles of teamwork and effective communication.

Students will understand the value of good sportsmanship and how to be kind and considerate in
both victory and defeat.

AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

SELF MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL AWARENESS

RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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SUPER SMASH BROS
CAMPS AND CLUBS
Super Smash Bros. was introduced in 1999 and has consistently been one of the most popular and
exciting games in esports for over a decade. Participants will learn in-game strategy and skills while
also discovering how the game was made and what potential careers are available to avid esports
players.

Students will learn to understand the game from a coding perspective and use
that knowledge to improve their gameplay.

Students gain insight into how gravity is calculated, how it works in the game,
how it affects different characters, and how to use that knowledge to gain a
competitive advantage over other players.

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER - INTERMEDIATE

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students learn new methods and skills to improve their gameplay. Even skilled
and experienced players will learn something new!

Students learn the history of the game and how it has advanced technologically
throughout the new consoles and game engines.

Students gather data, learn to build strategies, and use different characters in
game to engineer different ways to defeat an opponent.

Students gain insight into the art of fighting games to understand animation
keyframes, meshes, hitboxes, and other underlying aspects of the game.

Students constantly perform simple arithmetic and calculations as they play the
game to develop strategies and gain an advantage over their opponent.

Students discover the core fundamentals of science, technology, engineering,
art and mathematics to increase their understanding outside of the classroom
as well as in game.

GRADES: 4 - 12



SEL COMPETENCIES

Students understand that there are consequences for immoral actions such as being not sportsmanlike and
learn how to act accordingly based on ideals such as ethics, safety, and the well-being of others.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students gradually recognize their own strengths, character
preferences, and values in their playstyles when participating in this club.
They can later translate the same mentality into the real world and serve
as an effective participant in a community.

Own Super Smash Bros Ultimate (not included) 

Supported Devices: Nintendo Switch

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

  AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

  SELF MANAGEMENT

  SOCIAL AWARENESS

  RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

  RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

Students improve their ability to recognize the emotions of others and
themselves through the interactions outside of the game but knowing that
those actions are a direct result of in-game actions. Thus, when in the real
world, they’re able to analyze a difficult situation and act accordingly.

Students place themselves in the shoes of others who come from a myriad of backgrounds different from
their society, and are able to act with empathy for others.

Students build and maintain healthy relationships with other players through community, cooperation, and a
healthy competitive atmosphere.
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FIFA CAMPS AND CLUBS
Combining engaging gameplay with critical thinking workshops, this program teaches students how
to improve their game mechanics, discover how STEAM careers power the gaming industry, and
learn about workforce opportunities in emerging technology.

Students will understand, study, and analyze the field of soccer and it’s digital
counterpart - they will aim to understand how play has evolved over time.

Students will understand the connection between the in game player stats and
their abilities in the real world.

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER - INTERMEDIATE

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students will learn new mechanics in the game, how they function, and when to
use them in order to see the connection of how we now live in a world where one
is always learning.

Students will learn about how computers simulate physics using game engines
to improve the “game juice”.

Students will be able to understand how variable outcome’s are calculated using
a random number generator.

Students will compare and contrast different player builds by a collection of
their in-game stats & abilities to identify which ones give an advantage.

Students will learn how to optimize their collection of the in-game currency to
assemble and maintain club value.

Students will analyze gameplay to better understand how the art of reflection
improves performance across all pursuits.

GRADES: 6 - 12
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students will learn how each situation they are presented with has multiple, viable options and see the
relationship between choosing wisely and choosing quickly.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students will develop their ability to advocate for themselves by
being able to identify and express their emotions to each other in a
positive manner.

Own FIFA (not included) 

Supported Devices: Windows 7+, PlayStation, Xbox, Switch, and Google Stadia (Mac and mobile not supported)

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students will develop their time management skills by having a
mixture of “game time” and “practice time” where they will be
required to learn and practice along with the instructor as they are
taught new mechanics.

Students will develop their social skills by working together with their teammates as they learn the core
principles of teamwork and effective communication by forming and maintaining relationships where
they must work together to succeed.

Students will understand the value of good sportsmanship and how to be kind and considerate in both
victory and defeat.

  AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

  SELF MANAGEMENT

  SOCIAL AWARENESS

  RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

  RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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Students will learn to grow their social and emotional learning to be a better person
overall.

Combining engaging gameplay with critical thinking workshops, these Academic Esports

experiences teach students how to be better impostors and crewmates while learning about

healthy gaming habits, opportunities in emerging technology, and deductive reasoning.

Students will understand, study, and analyze the map used in the game in order to
better understand the value of maps across the spectrum of history

Students will learn about the scientific method and how to apply it in
real life and into the strategy decision making for Among Us.

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

Tactics, Tips & Tricks:
Among Us Camp and Club

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students will learn about simple coding algorithms and logic.

Students will discover what a game engine is and how code works to move
the game forward.

Students will learn about the history of coding and computer science,
noting its evolution and impact on society.

Students will apply math computations in order to calculate percentages of
success and estimate odds.

Students will learn new strategies and how to have positive sportsmanship to build
positive relationships in safe spaces
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students will learn about making decisions and understanding that actions have consequences in
real life and inside of the game when you’re trying to win.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students will understand and embody a growth mindset for them to
exercise and feel better about themselves to share with others.

Own Among Us (not included)

Supported Devices: Windows 7+, iOS and Android only

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions

Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions

Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students will see that being well organized is key to being a more
successful person, taking positive initiative also moves tasks forward and
also is a good trait of being a leader. Students will understand that and
apply it.

Students will learn and take in the “Being Cooperative” and “Showing Empathy & Compassion”
lessons and understand that being cooperative and having team skills will move a project forward
and develop life skills.

Students will understand how to be a team player and show that sportsmanship is important and
making sure that people have fun no matter what the situation is. They will also understand what
healthy and unhealthy relationships are like and how to identify each one.

AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

SELF MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL AWARENESS

RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

RELATIONSHIP SKILLS



OVERWATCH
Camps and Clubs
Combining engaging gameplay with critical thinking workshops, this program
teaches students how to improve their game mechanics, discover how STEAM
careers power the gaming industry, and learn about workforce opportunities in
emerging technology.

Students will learn new mechanics in the game, how they function, and when to
use them in order to see the connection of how we now live in a world where
one is always learning (and there is no “end point” no matter what discipline you
are studying.)

Students will begin to understand the rules of the game and how things function
on a deeper level within the code.

GRADES: 6 - 12

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students will analyze gameplay to better understand how the art of reflection
improves performance across all pursuits.

Students will explore software development concepts like level design and how
that impacts the gameplay and players.

Students will begin to understand how to manage their computer hardware and
software and optimize it for their play.

Students will develop their teamwork and communication skills by forming and
maintaining teams that must work together to succeed.

Students will understand how to analyze and calculate damage totals by finding
ratios through numerical compare and contrast methodology.
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SEL COMPETENCIES

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Awareness of Self & Others:
Students will develop their ability to advocate for themselves by being
able to identify and express their emotions to each other in a positive
manner.

Self Management: 
Students will develop their time management skills by having a mixture
of “game time” and “practice time” where they will be required to learn
and practice along with the instructor as they are taught new mechanics.

Social Awareness:
Students will develop their social skills by working together with their teammates as they learn the core
principles of teamwork, effective communication, and competitive etiquette. 

Responsible Decision Making:
Students will learn how each situation they are presented with has multiple, viable options and see the
relationship between choosing wisely and choosing quickly.

Relationship Skills
Students will understand the value of good sportsmanship and how to be kind and considerate in both
victory and defeat.

Purchase & Download Overwatch (not included)
Supported Devices: Windows 7+, PlayStation, Xbox, Switch
Zoom Video Conferencing
Reliable Internet connection
Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

Academic Esports™ Club Game & Learn™ Camp

18
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Students discover the core fundamentals of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics to increase their understanding outside of the classroom as
well as in game.

Students will learn strategies and new skills to improve their mechanical and mental skills in-game

while discovering how the game was made and what possibilities await motivated and hard working

Valorant players.

Students will learn to understand the game from a coding perspective and use
that knowledge to improve their gameplay.

Students gain insight into how physics are calculated for projectiles in the game and
how to use that knowledge to gain a competitive advantage in defensive / offensive
situations.

SKILL LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE - EXPERT

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

VALORANT
CAMP AND CLUB

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students learn the history of the game and how it has advanced technologically
throughout updates and how it was modeled after a mod of an old game.

Students gather data, learn to build strategies, and use different agents in game to engineer different ways to
defeat the enemy team.

Students gain insight into the art of FPS games to understand animation keyframes, meshes, hitboxes, and
other underlying aspects of the game. Students will understand spray patterns and how they can be
manipulated to their advantage.

Students constantly perform simple arithmetic and calculations as they play the game to develop strategies to
gain an advantage over their opponent. They will constantly be doing math in their heads to figure out how
many enemies are left with health points.

Students learn new methods and skills to improve their gameplay. Even skilled
and experienced players will learn something new!

GRADES: 9 - 12
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students understand that there are consequences for immoral actions, such as being unsportsmanlike,
and learn how to act accordingly based on ideas such as ethics, safety, and well-being of others. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students gradually recognize their own strengths, character preferences, 
 and values in their playstyles when playing. They can later translate the
same mentality into the real world and serve as an effective 
participant in a community.

Own Valorant (not included)  

Supported Devices: PC

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions

Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions

Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students improve their ability to recognize the emotions of others and
themselves through interactions outside of the game while understanding
that those emotions are a direct result of in-game actions. Thus, when in the
real world, they’re able to analyze a difficult situation and act accordingly.

Students place themselves in the shoes of others who come from a myriad of backgrounds different
from theirs and learn to act with empathy for others.

Students build and maintain healthy relationships with other players through community, cooperation,
and a healthy competitive atmosphere.

AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

SELF MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL AWARENESS

RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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Learn the ins and outs of the most popular and successful esport in the world. This course will
teach your students not only how to play the game but how to excel in it. It features a low-floor,
high-ceiling approach that is welcoming to students who have never played before as well as
experienced players looking to gain the upper hand in the competition.

Skill Level: Beginner-Intermediate
Grades: 6-12

Students analyze the symmetrical structure of the map in Summoners Rift and how that
gives advantages to players on either side depending on which position they’ve chosen.

Character Classes: Students will demonstrate an understanding of how champions are
categorized based on strengths, weaknesses, and core objectives.

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

1

2

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS 
Camp and Club

LESSON BREAKDOWN

Positions and Responsibilities: Students will define and understand the roles in League of
Legends and identify the responsibilities each role faces at certain stages of the game.

Gold and Items: Students will learn the many ways in which a player can earn gold, how
best to spend gold, and define items and their value.

Phases of the Game: Students will learn about the three-game phases, what the player's
responsibilities are during each phase, and strategies for winning each phase.

10 Tips for Laning: Students will learn what runes are and how to choose the correct ones
for each match, the abilities and cooldowns of each summoner spell, and how to create
their own practice routines to improve decision-making.

Students evaluate the methods of obtaining gold within the game and how to maximize
their efficiency to increase the power of their champions as quickly as possible.
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students will devise plans for their team and then analyze the outcomes to find whether or
not things went according to plan and methods for them to be optimized. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Own League of Legends

Supported Devices: Windows 7, 8, 10 or MacOS 10.12, 11 (MacOS 12 and 13 are not supported)

CPU: Intel: Core i3-530 or AMD: A6-3650

GPU: NVidia: GeForce 9600GT or AMD: HD 6570 or Intel: Intel HD 4600 Integrated Graphics

Free Storage Space: 16GB HDD/SDD

RAM: 2GB

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

IMPLEMENTATION

Students will analyze the roles of each of their teammates to fully
understand the responsibilities each team member is responsible
for, as well as their own.

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions

Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions

Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students will identify the fundamental times that the phase of the
game shifts and construct strategies for each one that will enable
them to succeed.

Students will compare and contrast different forms of communication to find which
methods are the most effective to work with their teammates to thrive as a whole.

Students will understand the value of good competitive etiquette and how to respond
appropriately to both victory and defeat.

Awareness of Self & Others

Self Management

Social Awareness

Responsible Decision Making

Relationship Skills

22
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Ratios & Proportions

Statistics & Probabilities

Geometry

The Number System

Integers

Patterns & Relationships

Rocket League

NBA2K

Minecraft

Mario Cart

Super Smash Bros

FIFA

Use today’s most popular video games as a vehicle
for standards-based math instruction.

Our program includes:

What if you could
teach this…

Using games students know
and love.

GAMER MATH™

Made for Educators by Educators

A 30 hour standards-based math
curriculum

Self-grading assessments

Into-Through-Beyond instructional
methodology

Online, video-based, multi-modal
instruction

A gradual release of responsibility
framework

Comprehensive data and reporting 

Scope and Sequence curriculum map

Professional development and
ongoing support

Seize the power of Gamer Math™
to raise skills and scores. hello@masterycoding.com

masterycoding.com
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Gamers are

constantly doing

math as they game.

Evaluating probabilities and calculating statistics

Seeking out patterns and determining relationships

Weighing ratios and assessing proportions

Calculating angles and applying geometry

Gamers are consistently:

30 hours of video-based curriculum
45-minute lessons
Flexible implementation options (summer, after school, supplemental)
Multiple License size options (class, grade, site) 
Instructor Training and PD included

How it works
Low Floor, High Ceiling Approach

Unit 1: Ratios with Rocket League

Unit 2: Statistics & Probability with NBA2K

Unit 3: Integers with FIFA

Unit 4: Percentages with Super Smash Bros

Unit 5: The Number System with Mario Kart

Unit 6: Geometry with Minecraft

Supported Devices: Windows 10, iOS and
Android only

Reliable Internet connection

Zoom Video Conferencing (if we provide
the teacher)

Course Breakdown Technical Requirements

Seize the power of Gamer Math™
to raise skills and scores. hello@masterycoding.com

masterycoding.com

GAMER MATH™

30 Hours of Video-Based Curriculum
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Where critical  thinking meets
project-based fun

SCAN ME

www.masterycoding.com


